It is proved in this paper that each sequence of measures with values in a topological group-defined on the Borel field of a finite or countable product of connected, locally connected, separable metric spaces-which is Cauchy convergent for all connected open sets is Cauchy convergent for all Borel sets, too.
Preliminaries.
In this paper a topological group G is always assumed to be abelian. The system of neighborhoods of the zero element of G is denoted by ^(0). A sequence aneG, neN, is Cauchy convergent iff it is Cauchy convergent with respect to the uniformity {{(a,b)eG x G:a -b e U}: Ue<%(0)}.
Let 88 be a a-field on X; a function p:88-+G is a measure iff for all sequences of disjoint sets Ate88, ieN, the sequence (TLi p(Ai))n€fi-converges to p(yieN Af).
Let 88'" be a subsystem of 88, Ae88, and p:88-^>-G be a measure. We write 8BoC\A = {Bc\A:Be88o) and p(880r\A)={p(B):Be880r\A}<^G.
The set N:=C] {U:L'e<?/(0)} is a closed subgroup of G. The quotient group G/N is a Hausdorff group and the natural homomorphism 7t:G->-G/N is continuous, open and 7r_17rG0=G0+N for each G0OEG. Replacing G by G/N we may assume for our purpose without loss of generality that G is a Hausdorff group. If X is a topological space we denote by 3~ x the system of open sets in X and by 88x the Borel field of X, i.e. the o--field generated by 3~ x. If Z=Xx Y and A<^Z, TrxA:={xeX:(x,y)eA for some yeY} denotes the projection of A to X. Ä denotes the complement of a set A.
2. The main results. It is well known that convergence of (probability) measures for all connected open sets of the space R of real numbers does not imply convergence for all Borel sets (let e.g. Pn({n})=l, neN). The following result shows, however, that this becomes true for all product spaces R" with «_2. It turns out that the proof heavily relies on the fact that these spaces are product spaces. More specifically the proof works for every finite or countable product of connected, locally connected, separable metric spaces. Proof.
Let i0el be such that \Xt |^2. Then Y: =Xie/-¿0 Xi is connected, locally connected, separable metric and contains at least two elements. Hence the assertion follows from Theorem 1, applied to X:=Xi and Y. Proof.
Follows immediately from Corollary 2. We remark that Corollary 3 is applicable to separable normed spaces and hence especially to the space of real numbers. 
